
Submission received from Mr & Mrs Parsons , Landowner of part of Ringwell Lane (LGS 

004) :  

 

 

The following comments are offered: 1. LGSNSP004 Ringwell Lane  

Mr CG and Mrs K J Parsons continue to object most strongly to the inclusion of our back 

garden as a component of LGSNSP004 Ringwell Lane. The reasons for our objection are 

contained in our Landowner response, dated 18 Jan 2018, to the Mendip Local Plan Part 

II draft submission, which is available on the Neighbourhood Plan website in the 

documents section. 

 2. Policy 2: Housing Sites within the Development Boundary The policy does not make it 

clear what, “allocated for housing development” means. Is it the intent that no houses 

should be built anywhere else within the village boundary, for example as infill or in 

large back gardens? If so, why? Policy 2 should be reworded to better articulate what it is 

trying to achieve.  

3. Policy 3: Exception Sites for Local Affordable Homes Who would set the criteria, how 

and by whom would they be enforced, and how would they be maintained? 

 4. Policy 5: Local Green Spaces The policy states that that LGSNSP001 through 

LGSNSP010 are designated as Local Green Spaces. Such designations are not yet agreed 

and are the subject of ongoing review within the Mendip local Plan Part 2, which will 

assess their appropriateness. The draft Neighbourhood Plan is therefore both incorrect 

and presumptive, and Policy 5 should be removed or amended to better articulate what 

the policy statement is attempting to say. 

 5. Policy 6: Climate Change and Low Carbon Development It is suggested that the policy 

as articulated is subjective to the point that it would be impossible to enforce and 

challenging to design against. Does the policy seek to deliver developments that exceed 

National regulatory requirements such as those specified in building regulations? If so, it 

should say. If not, it is questionable whether such a policy adds any value. 
 


